Nurse:patient ratios influence the achievement of oxygen saturation targets in premature infants
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Implications for practice and research

- Addressing optimum saturation limits is essential to limit the incidence of morbidity related to oxygen damage namely retinopathy of prematurity and chronic lung disease.
- Nurses caring for premature neonates should be mindful of the long-term consequences of neonatal care; oxygen therapy is one factor that must be considered.
- The study highlights the issue of what is the optimum saturation range in premature neonates in relation to improving outcomes for this population. This is an area still to be agreed and which is the subject of ongoing, prospective trials.
- As it is not feasible to make firm links between staffing and patient outcomes based on a small study using single unit data, there is a need for this study to be replicated on a wider scale.

Context

This study investigates a potential relationship between the number of patients assigned to nurses within a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) and the achievement of target oxygen saturation limits in premature infants. A number of studies have been undertaken to explore the link between neonatal outcomes and increased nursing workload and staffing levels. However, previous studies have not specifically studied the relationship of staffing to target oxygen levels.

Methods

This was a single centre retrospective study that collected oxygen saturation and staffing data over a 6 month period for a sample of 14 premature infants selected if less than 29 weeks gestation with available oximetry data. Data was collected for 1019 6 h time periods. The time during which oxygen saturations were within a specific target
range (85–92%) was recorded as well as time spent hyperoxaemic (98–100%). The hypothesis tested was that the achievement of oxygen saturation goals would decrease with an increased number of assigned patients per nurse.

Findings
Descriptive analysis showed that mean birthweight was 860 g, gestational age 26.6 weeks and postmenstrual age for all monitoring periods 31.6 weeks (range 24.1–40.7) with care delivered by a total of 87 nurses. Univariate regression analysis found that achievement of target saturation decreased significantly and hyperoxaemic time increased with a nurse:patient ratio of 1:2 compared with 1:1. This trend continued with the addition of a third or fourth patient (nurse:patient ratio 1:3+). In addition, more time was spent in the hyperoxaemic range as the number of patients per nurse increased. Other factors were also found to have the same relationship; as infants moved from a high to lower illness severity and as their postmenstrual age increased, the results also revealed less time in the target oximetry range and more time hyperoxaemic. Multivariate regression found that fewer patients per nurse led to significantly higher saturation target achievement for infants on high-frequency ventilation and reduced hyperoxaemia on nasal cannula (p<0.001). The authors conclude that reducing the nurse:patient ratio in the NICU may result in more time within policy-specified, desirable oxygen saturation ranges.

Commentary
The study has a concise and well-explained literature review including previous and current work investigating possible links between staffing and neonatal outcomes as well as those focusing on optimum oxygen saturation limits. The background, aims and chosen variables of the study design are generally described with clarity and the conclusions link effectively to areas of research that require further attention. However, the generalisability of the results is limited as this was a single centre with data based on a convenience sample of only 14 neonates. While the number of monitoring episodes was high, oximetry data were collected retrospectively and therefore the interpretation could be questioned. Many factors can affect oximetry readings causing significant and sudden changes such as artefact, movement, probe dislodgement, perfusion, pain and presence of a heart duct. This means it may not be possible to link such specific physiological data with wider organisational factors.

Also of note is that the target ranges are based on one unit’s policy but these ranges differ to those set in other units, which vary considerably. The range of 85–92% may well be lower than practiced elsewhere so the same data in another unit could yield different conclusions. The decrease in time infants spent within target saturation ranges and the increase in hyperoxaemic time was associated with the number of assigned patients per nurse increasing, infant moving from higher to lower illness severity, increasing postmenstrual age, full ventilation to nasal cannula oxygen and from decreasing oxygen requirement. However, this may reflect the infants’ conditions improving over time. Further research is needed before it is possible to conclude categorically that these findings are due solely to staffing levels.
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